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Recently it has been found that MoS2 in the 1T’ phase is a topological insulator [1]. Ab-initio
calculations predict an inverted band structure. Adopting the parabolic band approximation
for the band extrema and taking spin-orbit interaction into account yields the following
effective Hamiltonian [2]
H(kx , ky ) =

δ − c1 kx2 − c2 ky2

c6 ky − αEz + ic5 kx

c6 ky − αEz − ic5 kx

−δ + c3 kx2 + c4 ky2

!

(1)

with the coefficients
c1 =

~2
,
2mpx

c2 =

~2
,
2mpy

c3 =

~2
,
2mdx

c4 =

~2
,
2mdy

c5 = ~v1 ,

c6 = ~v2 .

Here, the x-coordinate represents the longitudinal direction, the y-coordinate the transverse
direction, and the z-coordinate the direction perpendicular to the nanoribbon.
The characteristic polynomial p(kx , ky , E) = Det (EI − H) is of fourth degree in ky . For
given energy E and longitudinal momentum kx there exist four roots designated as kyj . We
adopt a mode space approach with wavefunctions ψ(x, y) = exp(ikx x) ϕ(y) where ϕ(y) is
the transverse mode.
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a
ϕ(y) =
exp(i kyj y)
Aj
b
j=1

(2)

The spinor (a, b)T is an eigenvector of (1). Setting the wave function to zero at both edges of
the nanoribbon yields a homogeneous equation system for the coefficients Aj . The resulting
matrix M = (m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ) is composed of the column vectors mj defined as
mj = a, b, a exp(i kyj d), b exp(i kyj d)

T

,

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 .

(3)

For the simultaneous solution of the characteristic equation, p(kx , ky , E) = 0, and the quantization condition, Det (M) = 0, we propose a modified Newton scheme. We choose the
unknown vector as x = (ky1 , ky2 , ky3 , ky4 , E)T and treat kx as an input parameter. Since the
kyj satisfy Vieta’s formulae, we use the latter as the defining equations. Adding the quantization condition, Det (M) = 0, gives a nonlinear equation system of the form F(x) = 0.
The update vector is multiplied by a damping factor α < 1 so as to keep the updates of
the energy and of the wavenumbers below predefined limits. In the course of the Newton
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